
Dear Friends,

Prophesy is given to give space for change - lets change the National conversation! It is time for 
us to bless our leaders with a new conversation about healing-killing still more than the 
200,000,000 ++ people murdered in war on our planet in this century alone will not end 
terrorism - IT WILL SIMPLY CREATE MORE MARTYRS AND GREATER COMMITMENT 
ON THEIR PART. LIKE A HURTING CHILD THEY ARE COMMUNICATING 
SOMETHING. 

WHEN THE PEOPLE LEAD-THE LEADERS WILL FOLLOW! WE CAN DO THIS!!!

Twenty years ago, I did a tape called "Pyramid Prophesy." In it, I reviewed the structure of the 
Pyramid and recounted what seemed to be an interesting piece of data. The passageway to the 
Kings Chamber has markings that, if divided by a measurement called the "Pyramidal Inch," 
reflects virtually every important date in the last several thousand years. At the end of the 
passageway, there is a choice to make-one must step up to approach the "Kings Chamber," or go 
down into what has been called the "Pit of Darkness."

The final date indicated in the passageway, according to the marking system mentioned above is 
September 17, 2001!

Over the years many have asked me what that means. I don't know, but suspect that this is a time 
of choice-either we will slide down into the pit or make a quantum leap into a new world-but the 
leap has to get into the speech of our country and our leaders quickly-we may have as few as 6 
days left in which to break free of the old belief of "an eye for an eye!" Mahatma Ghandi said it 
best, I think when he said that "An eye for as eye, a tooth for a tooth leaves the whole world 
blind and toothless." 

The fearful mind sees a threatening world, the hostile mind an irritating world and cannot put 
itself in the picture as having anything to do with the cause of its experience nor its perception. 
In the Mideast brother has been killing brother for centuries-each attack as justified as the last 
one. As we can justify "retaliation" for "terrorism," they will see our "retaliation" as State 
sponsored "terrorism," and feel justified in retaliation. In the words of an old song, "When will 
we ever learn?" Can we kill enough people to rid the world of killers? Do we think we will be 
the only killers left? EVER? 

Strength in not power-it as a substitute for power and can only produce more suffering-it is time 
for true power to show up and change the rules.

This is a call to flood Congress, local, State and Federal Government, media, radio talk shows, 
our friends and neighbors with the message of restraint and change the rules of a game that is 
centuries old in the Mid-East-it is time for Forgiveness to begin and healing to occur. Somebody 
has to get big enough to model it. 

I join you in prayers of healing,

michael ryce
www.whyagain.com


